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Editorial

Well we seem to be in some sort
of ’Groundhog Day’. Each Epistle
being completed in a Lockdown.
There was some orienteering
which is reported on. Harden
Moor is our featured event.
As usual there is the lockdown
round-up.
Richard continues his series on
MapRun with some planning tips.
EPOC’s new chairman Emma
Harrison is the subject of this
edition’s member profile. Rod
Shaw shares his 1966 diary of a
different Coast to Coast. And of
course all the usual features.
However I am very proud to
report that the Epistle was
awarded The Compass Sport
Magazine’s ‘Newsletter’ of the
Year Award 2020.’
I received some very useful complimentary feedback. One compliment was about the “excellent
quality and variety of relevant
and interesting content.” This is
of course down to you, the
members, without those articles
we would have no magazine. So
thank you to all those who have
contributed. Please keep the
articles coming, and thanks for
answering my questions.
What next? Covid is still with us,
and probably is for some time.
Only time will tell if vaccination is
the silver bullet. It is unlikely that
the UK will go for Zero Covid like
many other countries, so I guess
we will have to be a bit more
patient. Hopefully full on Orienteering will return sooner rather
than later. There are many enticing events in the fixture list, including weekends in the Lakes
as well as the more usual fare
closer to home. Only time will
tell. In the meantime stay local,
and enjoy MapRuns and other
excursions on your doorstep.
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Chairman’s Chat

the planned activities that have had to
be put on hold.

Christmas Night and Day events in December. As usual we will be looking for
Since the last Epistle the committee was
helpers for these events. A lot of people
able to meet on 1st December 2020 via Sadly due to the ongoing pandemic a
have now had some planning experinumber of events have also been canZoom and will meet again on 2nd
ence through MapRun with a lot of exMarch. It had been hoped that the next celled up until Easter such as the Southcellent courses planned by new planmeeting would be face to face at the Pie ern Championships, British Night and
ners. Why not extend your skills by planHall again, however this will be a further British Championships which I’m sure a
number of us had been looking forward ning one of our events in 2021? Help and
Zoom meeting due to the current lockto being able to attend. We will have to guidance will be on hand for anyone
down restrictions.
who would like it.
see what is possible when the current
Having hoped to see a lifting of covid
lockdown is reviewed in March but sure- I hope you are all still managing to get
restrictions in the new year we were
ly now the vaccination programme is on your fix of exercise despite the lockdown
thrown the other way and back into a
mass roll-out things have to start imand the numerous snow falls we have
tighter lockdown. Fortunately MapRun
proving soon? We have entered the
had this year. At the time of writing the
has been able to continue but only for
Scottish 6 Days so I really hope that this weather has turned a bit warmer so let’s
training purposes and only in your very
can go ahead in August!
hope that Spring will be soon upon us.
local area. We have continued to be able
At this stage EPOC are still planning to I hope to be able to see you all at a
to offer new courses for this purpose
host the YHOA Schools Championships proper event soon, when the restrictions
but understandably they are currently
less well used at present. As restrictions in May, a weekend of urban orienteering are eased and the weather is brighter
and warmer!
start to lift again we will look to resume in July, the British Schools Score
Champs in October and our traditional Emma

Ivor Noot

eering in the sand dunes. Ivor had been
out and placed some training controls
On December 8th 2020 doyen of EPOC
before the bulk of us arrived. He even
and the wider orienteering world, Ivor
had had maps printed off for us. “What
Noot would have been 80.
about the area being embargoed Ivor?”
Ivor was an amazing orienteer, taken
“Bof,” he replied. Ever the French
from us by myeloma. He stood at the
teacher Ivor taught me that Bof is
top of his age class tree for years. He
French for so what!
was always an inspiration to all especially us lesser orienteers.

where everyone would finish on what
would become known as Ivor’s Knoll,
the only place where my MapRun ping
worked faultlessly!
More here and here
www.myeloma.org.uk/fundraising-anddonations/donations/donate-now/

Needless to say he won his course and
received a huge trophy.
I remember seeing him on Harden
Moor caning it through the heather.
“Ooh,” I thought, “he must be on a
path.”
When the JK was cancelled because of
Foot & Mouth he was the go to man for
a French alternative. So it was that a
small group of Brits headed across to
the South West of France to Maubuisson for some seriously hard orient-

I ran over to where he was, no path!
Just sheer Ivor power.
Most days once the nights had drawn
out Ivor would go for a training run,
with an open invitation to any who
want ed to join him. He’d run around
Ogden Reservoir, Spice Cake hills was
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Aint No Mountain High Enough

Catching Features
Return to Orienteering - Update:
I have been waiting until the last minute
to update this page, but as you are
probably aware Mr. Johnson is setting
out his government’s ‘Road Map’ on
February 22nd.
Some of it was in the certain Newspapers on the 17th February.
It was clear that the un-locking will be
gradual, so where that puts orienteering
is any body's guess.
I shall have a go at guessing. It is likely
that MapRuns will be able to return to
being competitive.
Then it is likely that formal orienteering,
with the current Covid protocols in
place.
This will mostly mean pre-entry, hand
sanitisers at starts, finishes downloads
etc, and all the other things we managed
to adapt to at places like Skipwith Common.

British Orienteering
Webinars Feb Update

At present there are no new announcements regarding Webinars
from the BO website.
There are however a plethorhra of
archived webinars. These range in
length and topic. From the many return to orienteering webinars for the
covid era, to how to use route gadget.

The following is from BO’s website.
All organised orienteering activities, including events, competitions, leagues and
coaching, are therefore suspended with
immediate effect (except for orienteering
for disabled people)
POCs and VOCS
POCs and VOCs can still be used for individual exercise. Courses should be registered with British Orienteering as activities
to provide insurance cover for the club
The full national lockdown: stay at home
and planner. They must not be used for
guidelines are available on the UK govcompetitions or leagues.
ernment website.
Guidance for orienteering clubs
We would recommend that you add any Up to date support and guidance for UK
courses on to the British Orienteering
orienteering clubs is available via
POC portal via your club POC Manager or our COVID page
contact nweir@britishorienteering.org.uk

Bailey from BOK demonstrating how
There is also practical help for Purple
the UsynligO app can be used to set up Pen users with this webinar.
virtual courses, the practicalities and
Understanding purple pen Simon Errfunctions of the platform.
There is a
bitesize
webinar
called Using
OCAD for
Map Run In
this recorded
session, Pat
discusses using OCAD with MapRun.
Pat “MapRun”, provides support for
users of the MapRun App on using
OCAD maps/exporting courses.

ington from Hertfordshire Orienteering Club (HH) provides an insight into
understanding purple pen. Showing
the basics through to some more advanced techniques. It will be useful to
ensure you have Purple Pen downloaded onto your computer to practice
afterwards or as you view the session.

Her are some examples of what is on
offer. One session, Introduction to the
UsynligO Virtual App , we see Simon
There will be no pressure on anyone to
The 'Event Safe- take on a key role at an event but it gives
ty Workshop' is you the option should you choose to do
so in future. You may also learn somea one hour
thing that is useful as a competitor or
online course that all event Organisers,
Planners and Controllers must complete. helper in a different role. When you have
done this course, please can you email
BO are currently offering a £10 online
version. that takes only about an hour to BO at info@britishorienteering.org.uk to
advise them of this, provide your name
complete.
and BO number and ask them to update
It would be great if as many EPOC mem- your membership details to reflect this.
bers as possible could complete this
Could you also let Emma or Jean know as
course if they have not already done so.

Feb Update
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well please?
The other course on offer is The British
Orienteering eLearning Introducing
Orienteering Course which is a brand
new initiative and has been designed to
be the first step on the leadership pathway and aims to equip leaders with the
knowledge and confidence to introduce
Orienteering within their setting in a fun
and supportive way. The course is aimed
at Teachers, Outdoor Centre Staff, Youth
Leaders and Uniformed Group Leaders.

It’s in The Trees
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Catching features
The
Compass
Sport
Trophy 2021

EPOC STRAVA Dan

Sutcliffe has set up an EPOC
Strava group for the club . He
says, “...it’s very new to me as
I’ve only really started to use it properly in
the last 4-5months and I’m still getting to
grips with it all.”

The CS Trophy 2021 has been penciled
in for October 17th 2021. All clubs that
qualified in March 2020 will go straight
to that final!
At the moment the intention is for the
event to be held at Chatsworth, and run
by DVO. However as things change so
rapidly this might change.
If it does go ahead ,then Chatsworth
provides a good opportunity for a high
EPOC turnout, possibly the best chance
to achieve a win.

Members of both Strava and EPOC can join
and share their runs and activities through
the app. This can be done through smart
watches or through people’s phones. Dan
says, “Once I’ve learnt the ropes with advertising events on Strava hopefully it will
attract other like minded people to join us
at events and hopefully the club.” The link
is http://www.strava.com/clubs/EPOC. Or
alternatively search East Pennine
Orienteering Club on the app.

EPOC
Social Exercise

EPOC Giraffe Bandanas
Now available for only £6.00 direct from Jean

Calderdale Monday Run and
walk, Wednesday Wrinklies Country
Run & Walk, Friday Morning Bike Ride

Use as a Mask when out running!

Due to current Covid restrictions and limits on numbers, these social activities will not be taking place
under the auspices of EPOC. However that does not
mean that members can not make arrangements
between themselves to go for a run, ride or walk
provided government rules and guidelines are followed.

EPOC have joined a growing number
of orienteering clubs in joining the
NViiStr8 Club Scheme , which is free
for clubs to join with no minimum
order commitment. As some of you
will already be aware through other advertising,
NVii offer a range
of orienteering
shoes and Str8
sell compasses.
This equipment has been designed by
orienteers, for orienteers and the
UK distributor is Mary Fleming (SYO).

The way the scheme works
is that the club will be given
an order pad once a quarter
to take any orders. Any kit
ordered through the club
will qualify for a 10% discount and in addition to this
the club will receive 5%
cashback from NViiStr8. If
your shoes fall apart in between orders and you can't
wait for the next club order
then you can still order directly and
get a 10% discount as a member of
EPOC but the club won't get the cashback in these circumstances. Postage
has to be paid for all orders which is
approximately £5/pair of shoes but
becomes proportionally less when
more pairs are ordered and posted
together.

small supply of footwear in a range of
sizes (although not all sizes) that people could arrange to try on. Obviously
current restrictions are making this
more difficult
but SYO do
have a few
events coming
up (fingers
crossed) so it
may be possible to arrange
something with her for people to try
shoes if needed. Additionally she is
able to post out 'try out' shoes but
requires a £50 deposit/pair of shoes,
fully refunded when they are returned
and return postage would have to be
paid.

If you order shoes that end up not
fitting as required then there will be
The first order pad with links to cata- no problem with them being replaced,
logues were emailed out at the end of the only requirement would be that
October with a deadline of the 8th
you would pay return postage to send
November.
them back and the new pair would be
Mary is based in Sheffield and has a
sent out with free postage.
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Catching Features
MapRun - Feb Update:
Key features and fixes in MapRun6 are:

solved and you can now set whether your
track is uploaded to Strava: Always,
- Enhanced responsiveness in getting an
initial GPS fix and getting the best possible Prompt each time, or Never.
tracking throughout the run (uses multiple Convenience factors:
location feeds)
- See not only all results in the current
- Events can now used QR Codes for
event, but also all results in all Events
punching (mainly for permanent courses)
- Return to the last event folder visited (if
- “Show Me”: Events can be set that allow you are often getting your events from the
the runner to tap a “Show Me” button a set
same
number of times to display their current
folder)
location (great for beginners).
The
- More Scoring Schemes - This is achieved
punch
by “parameter-based” scoring (ScoreP),
sound on
- MapRun6 has been released and orient- where the organiser can set 10 individual
an iPheers are encouraged you to use it.
parameters to create their own custom
one is
scoring scheme (see http://
- It is a separate App, so it can co-exist
now the
maprunners.weebly.com/parameter-based
with MapRunF as users start to adopt it.
same
-scoring---scorep.html and be sure to test
whether
- MapRunG (Garmin Watch) continues to
your custom scheme using the test functhe
grow in popularity with now 15% of all runs
tion in the Console.)
phone is
being done with the Garmin Watch ver- Date Ranges for Events - Events can be
awake or
sion. (Suitable Garmin watches like Foreset with dates ranges for: 1. to run in the
asleep.
runner 245 are available at a reasonable
event, 2. to see the results table and 3. to
price).
You can discuss maprun by clicking here
see runners tracks. (eg don’t show any(not available on the paper Epistle)
MapRun6: The latest version of MapRun is
ones tracks until the end of the allowed
now available in the Android Play Store
http://maprun.250607.n8.nabble.com/
window of participation)
and Apple App Store.
MapRun-v6-tp934.html
- Strava - The problems some users were
Ultimately, MapRun/MapRunF/MapRun6
having logging in to Strava have been rewill be rationalised.

Yorkshire
and
Humberside
Junior
Squad

down) and play a few orienteering
related games.

orienteering regularly, probably at
orange standard.

Once you find you like training with
the squad and achieve the performance criteria in events then you may
be able to join as a full member and
come along to more training, weekAre you a junior orienteer (M/W12 or
end events and even overseas tours.
over)? If you enjoy orienteering reguThe squad provides access to qualilarly (or would do when it’s permitfied coaches and helps prepare you
ted) you could also be eligible to join We even had an O-themed “bake-off” for big events, national squads, tours
the Yorkshire and Humberside Junior competition [see photos]. Once
and more.
Squad.
Yorkshire is out of lockdown or tier 3
For more information look at
the monthly training sessions will
During lockdown squad activities
restart too, usually full days at a loca- www.yhoa.org.uk/juniors and if you
have continued with online training
tion in Yorkshire.
are interested in joining the squad
bringing over 30 full and associate
contact EPOC member Mike Pedley
squad
You don’t have to be a junior elite to on yhoajuniorsquad@gmail.com
members take a first step into seeing if the juntogether
ior squad would help you develop
each
your orienteering. The first tier of
month to membership, “associate”, provides
catch up, opportunities for juniors from botget some tom year M/W 12 upwards who are
training
orienteering regularly to join selected
tips
training events, helping you develop
(especially your skills. To be invited as an associYHOAJS Christmas 2017 EPOC in attendance
for lockate you would normally need to be
Pic YJOAJS news
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Local Fixtures and Kit
EPOC Events 2020-more details @ https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk/
Also for other fixtures @ https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event_diary
Date

Event
Name

Level

Venue

Nearest
Town

Organiser

Planner

Controller

As with all events, all EPOC events are subject to government guidelines on Covid 19, and any protocols deemed by the
governing body, and /or the organisers. Please check before you travel in case the event is cancelled at the last minute.
February
2021

MapRun

March

MapRun

Activities

Beuamont Park

Huddersfield
Osset North
Luddenden

Linda Hayles
Connor Smith
Graham Lloyd

Lindley Midgley Moor
Bradley and Fell
Greave

Huddersfield
Mytholmroyd

Richard Payne

Jerusalem Farm
Details on twebsite
Activities

Jon Emberton

Huddersfield

TBC

Details on twebsite
23/05/21

YHOA School
Champs &
Regional Event

Regional

Fixby & Bradley

Huddersfield

TBC

TBC

TBC

24/07/21

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Golcar

Huddersfield

Jean Lochead

Rod Shaw

TBC

25//07/21

YHOA Urban
League

Regional

Pentefract

Pontefract

Jean Lochead

Richard Payne

TBC

Different NEW tops for 2020

Connor Smith in the new
O-tops
“Lightweight”
“Quick Dry”
“Printed”
When sufficient numbers are
interested in purchasing the
new O top, Dan will put another
bulk order. Contact Dan direct.
Details

November 2020 to January 2021
February—April
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I am now in a position to announce that we have a Club Shop
which members can personally buy kit from and have it delivered to their door. This is through our suppliers website where
you can purchase the Quarter Zip Tops ( Long Sleeve Winter/
Pre-Post Race Tops) and we also have an EPOC Gilet as well.
Please follow the link: https://www.zapkam.com/p/club-shops/
football/east-pennine-oc/ or alternatively you can go on Zapkam's Website and Click on club shop at the top of the home
page and the type 'Eas' into the search bar which will bring the
club page up. For more information contact Dan Sutcliffe :
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com r Tel: 07411255946

River Deep Mountain High
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Member Profile-Emma Harrison
Member Profile
Emma Harrison

Emma has been actively orienteering
for as long as her mum remembers!
Many youngsters get dragged along
by their parents and give up the sport
as soon as they have cut the apron
strings. Emma is part of an Orienteering dynasty.
Starting out in Aire, she joined SHUSO
at uni, then a year in WRE, then to
EPOC, here she has been a permanent
fixture on the committee for some
time.
She now finds herself in the so called
driving seat as EPOC’s new club chairman.
An international orienteer, having
represented GB as a youth, and England as a vet. She is particularly good
at night orienteering , and in recent
years has been slowly improving her
ranking points.

a long walk in the woods because I
knew that the teacher wouldn't know
what orienteering was!

than mum had expected as she hadn't
yet left to go to the finish! I can't remember what position I was on that
day but I came 3rd overall and won my
first White Rose mug!

“...I won my first White Rose
Mug…”

I don't remember specifically whether
this was when I started orienteering
seriously but I guess it probably was. I
think I did OK as a W10 and then first
year W11 (as it was in those days). I
know I did well as a second year W11 as
I came 2nd at both the JK and British
Emma on
Champs (there was no such thing as
one of
Middle and Sprints in those days!).
those long
Apart from orienteering you went to
walks in
your local swimming club, and were a
‘81
good swimmer. Swimming to a high
level requires quite a bit of commitment, did you compete, and if so, did
you do well, or was orienteering your
You first went solo as a W10 on Day 2 of number one sport?
Yes I was a member of Wakefield Kingthe White Rose in Wass Forest, By all
accounts you whizzed round? Was this fishers for a number of years. I'm not
the actual start of taking the sport seri- sure how old I was when I started going
or when I stopped. We swam once a
ously, or did that come later?
week and I do remember doing compeFunny, I remember that day very well
titions against other clubs from around
and I had just turned 9 at the time. We
the local area. I think I was a fairly good
were camping as we always do for the
swimmer and won some medals but I
White Rose and I guess the area was
adjacent to the campsite. On day 1 I was didn't progress to regional or higher
shadowed by mum and I made so many levels. I'm still a pretty good swimmer
ridiculous mistakes and probably took and will sometimes go and swim some
ages. However I was adamant on day 2 lengths for a bit of training when we are
not in a national lockdown.
that I wanted to go alone and did not
need shadowing. My recollection is that
Emma at British
I felt I wasn't concentrating properly on
Relay Champs 1991
day 1 because I didn't have to as mum
Callaly
was there and would sort it out, so by
Emma at Skipwith
going on my own I would have to sort
Common 2020
(Ebor)
myself out. I'm not sure how mum and
dad felt about letting me go alone but
Like many children of orienteers you
they obviously did allow me to do this.
started young, you were about 4 or 5
From what I remember mum took me
when you started doing wayfinder
to the start and said she would meet me
courses? Do you have any recollection
at the finish, however when I finished
of those formative years?
she was noI don't have much recollection of doing
where to be
wayfinder courses as I was so young
seen so I just
but I have been reliably informed that
went back to the
my younger sister and I were bribed
tent. When I got
with sweets at times to get round. We
back she was a
were told we could have something at
bit shocked and
the next control to encourage us to
asked me if I
keep walking! I do have a vivid memory
was OK, I think
of being at First School, so somewhere
she assumed I
between the age of 5 & 9, when we had
had messed up I guess the fact I gave up swimming but
to write on a Monday morning about
and retired, but I continued with orienteering shows
what we had done at the weekend. I
was fine and had completed the course which was my priority sport!
always used to write that I had gone for with no errors and clearly much quicker
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Emma continued
(Emma Harrison continued…)
I remember once you mentioned your
love of skiing, have you ever ski orienteered, either Nordic, or ski touring, or
are you just a lift junkie?
Yes I was very fortunate to be able to
go skiing in Italy with a school trip when
I was 11 . This gave me a taste for downhill skiing although I didn't get the opportunity to go again until I was 19 and
after that I was 31 before I went again. I
have a cousin who lives in Sweden who
tempted us in 2003 to spend Christmas
with them at a smaller ski resort about 4
hours drive north of Stockholm. Megan
and Laura were 4 and 2 at the time and
my cousin was pregnant with her first
child so we really went just to experience a magical White Christmas and the
skiing was a bonus.

You have often
been selected to
represent your
nation in Homeland races, how
does it feel to be
selected? Have you
ever been selected
for team GB?
Having been happy just pottering
around for a number of years when the
girls were small I started to do a bit
more training from my mid 30's as they
got a bit older. It wasn't specifically for
orienteering at that stage and more a
case of wanting to keep a reasonable
level of fitness as I got a bit older, pushEmma in 1984
ing 40 I guess! Around the same time
Megan had started training with the
am much happier pottering around on YHOA squad, followed by Laura a couthe easy and fun slopes than attempting ple of years later so I was tagging along,
a scary steep descent. I enjoy crossshadowing and helping other juniors.
country skiing for the silence of just
This helped me also to re-focus on
whooshing through the snow but the
some of my navigational errors and
soft boots and thin skis alarm me when learn to be competitive again. It took a
the downhills are a bit steep!
number of years but my results steadily
improved until in 2016.

“...cross country skiing in
downhill salopettes and jacket?
I was melting…”

I have never done ski orienteering and
think I would struggle with the crosscountry skating technique that I presume they use

Cross country skiing-(Friedrich WikiP)

This was also the first time I tried crosscountry skiing as well as re-establishing
my downhill skiing. I found the crosscountry skiing really hard because I
wasn't so fit in those days, I struggled
with the technique and I was completely over-dressed! It's not like downhill
skiing and is more like going for a run so
wearing full downhill salopettes and ski
jacket was a huge mistake and I literally
melted! We have been fortunate
enough to go to Sweden (to a number
of different ski areas) every 2 years for
Christmas since then so over the years
my downhill and cross-country skiing
have improved although I am by no
means any kind of expert at either!
Over the years David has learned crosscountry skiing much better than I have
and Megan is the fearless Black run
downhiller in the family! I would describe my downhill skiing as 'safe' and I

Back in the early 80s, you were selected
to take part in an international event in
Belgium, and were a member of the
YHOA junior squad, what do you remember of those days as a youngster ?
I was selected in 1984 to run for Great
Britain in the Continental Cup competition held in Belgium following on from
my success at the JK and British mentioned above. This event was the predecessor to the now Interland competition where an England team competes
annually. I remember having to meet in
London to travel by coach with the rest
of the team which consisted of juniors
and seniors. As a W11 I was quite shy
and nervous as I didn't really know anyone else. I remember really messing up
and getting upset on day 1 because I
couldn't find a control on a tripod and
wandering around with an Irish girl for
ages looking for it. Eventually we found
it on a long ladder against a tree. I did
much better on the second day!
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Emma at Interland

I was selected to run for England at the
Interland competition which that year
was in Belgium. I was really chuffed to
be selected as I had been trying hard at
the selection races and it gave me a
sense of achievement. I also did Veteran Home International (VHI) in Northern Ireland that year. I have run Interland 5 times in total and VHI twice. Although I ran for Great Britain at the Continental Cup in 1984 this was not at the
level of event I think you mean and no I
haven't run for GB at any high profile
events.

Map Of The Problematique 9
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Emma continued
(Emma Harrison continued…)
You have had many successes in orienteering, what would you say would be
your proudest/best/finest achievement
in orienteering ?

feeble 'Petzl' headtorches but now have
'Bike Lights' which makes a massive
difference! David and Laura could never
be persuaded to join us with night orienteering though! I find that night orienteering is a great way to retain navigational skills and concentration. I can
be a sloppy navigator at times, switching off and relying on my vision to spot
controls and features in the distance. At
night this is all taken away and you have
to be focused and maintain concentration throughout as it is so much easier
to miss something and so much harder
to relocate.
(That reminds me of an event in Newmillerdam– seethe back page! Ed)

were easier to punch through. I remember pin punches when your hands were
freezing and you couldn't squeeze the
punch - one year I lost so much time at
a major event as my hands were so cold
I couldn't squeeze the punches. The
results were always displayed on a
washing line type set up and were
handwritten on little stubs that you had
torn off your control card! The math's
involved with working out times was
always a bit of a brain challenge! Then
you had to put a stamped addressed
envelope in the post box and about a
month later you would receive some
printed results through the post! And to
think we moan now if the results are
not up on the internet within a couple
What changes have you seen in orient- of hours! I remember orienteering
eering over the years?
'fashion' through the years, (as eviCrikey there have been so many chang- denced by some of these photos! Ed) I
One of Emma’s many victories
es but while maintaining the real fun of mean what did
the sport! I remember the days of mas- we even wear
That's a hard question as there would
ter maps and having to copy your
back in the day?!
be a few for different reasons. I was
course from the master map onto your And the most
particularly pleased to win W45 at VHI blank map and if you copied anything
notorious was
in 2018 because I definitely didn't expect wrong you were stuck.
orienteering toito. Also W45 shared with W50 and M65
lets - that could
(Short Blue course) and not only was I
be an article in
first W45, I also beat all the England
itself!
runners on W50 and M65 as well

“...my hands were so cold I
couldn’t squeeze the punch…”

Nowadays it seems, statistically speaking, that since 2009 your ranking points
are steadily improving, you especially
do well at night events, what's the secret?

“...I can be a sloppy navigator
at times...at night...you have to
be focused…”
As I mentioned above I started to do
more training in my late 30's as well as
joining in with the girls at squad training. Over the years I have steadily increased my training but while still being
sensible and not over-doing it. Somehow I have managed to get the right
balance of doing enough but not too
much training. I remember Megan being
a W10 and for some reason I asked her
if she wanted to do a night event, I'm
not even sure why. Anyway, we went to
Tankersley and walked round the shortest course wearing lots of clothing and
carrying standard hand torches commenting about the noises in the woods,
but somehow we were both hooked! I
spent a few years going round with Megan until she was happy to run alone
and I then started to do the longer
courses myself. We both started with

Emma sporting her fashionable
Aire pajamas!

In terms of competitions the onset of
electronic punching has made a huge
difference. The start and finish used to
This also had to be done once your time
be run with military precision to ensure
had started so there was a real benefit
correct timing and this is so much easier
of being able to do this quickly and acwith electronic timing.
curately. I seemed to be quite good at
this and could catch a minute up on
The opportunity to plan courses with
someone just at the master maps! Sec- crossovers, figure of 8, butterfly loops
ond master maps were even more fun
etc because there is no way you can
when you had to keep a pen and map
cheat has meant planners can experidry so it still worked half way round the ment and offer different courses. I like
course when you had to copy up part 2. the fact we now have a range of disciI also remember the joys of control
plines such as sprint, urban, middle,
cards protected in bags or covered with classic, relay, night, trail-o etc because it
plastic (?Transpaseal) to waterproof
caters for so many needs and abilities.
them and then getting thinner waterOf course I love the traditional terrain
proof Tyvek control cards which
orienteering but I also enjoy a good
seemed very modern at the time and
sprint or urban event as well.
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Emma concluded & GP and MapRun
(Emma Harrison continued…)

the shorter distances of some orientmany of us enjoy.
eering courses and don't try to run too
fast especially in areas of complex navigation. It's fine to run fast on a dead
road leg but then slow down to focus in
the technical bits. Most of all just have
fun!
Lockdown has seen EPOC put on lots
of MapRunF events, that for many have
been a lifeline, many see these events
as a possible future for orienteering,
what do you see as the future of orienteering?

MapRun F has been a godsend during
lockdown and has been enjoyed by a
good number of us. It's great to see so
I love that orienteering is inclusive for
many newcomers as well who all seem
the whole life span which is telling given to be enjoying it. I think this will defiall 3 generations of my family still orinitely offer more opportunities in future
enteer. In fact the other year at Interfor training and maybe more level D
land there was a lady from GO who
type events as it is much easier for the
knows my aunt and I mentioned that I
planner to create courses, check beawas her niece. She commented that
cons and then the event is live for howwow I was part of the 'big orienteering ever long it's needed.
family dynasty', although David felt that
This means we will hopefully be able to
'mafia' may be more appropriate! Either
continue to offer more orienteering
way I have parents, aunts, uncles,
activities locally on a regular basis.
sister, cousins, children, nieces and
However it will never replace proper
nephews who all orienteer
orienteering as it isn't completely reliable. Different phones and weather conWe have quite a few new members
ditions result in varied success picking
through MapRun events, many are
don’t hesiup the beacons, beacons can be picked
. The Epistle new to orienteering. What advice
up away from control sites, people have
would you give someone new to
to date info
to apply rev's and ultimately we are
stagram.
“...visualise...”
'looking' for an invisible beacon which
d write arti“...don’t run too fast…” with a control at the site would be
quickly and easily found so it will never

British Schools Lyme Park ‘88

“...have

orienteering?
It's quite hard coming into orienteering
as an adult as you don't get the progression through the technical difficulty
stages that juniors do and just land
straight in the deep end. Don't expect
too much too quickly but enjoy learning
the new skill of navigation! Use a compass and keep your map orientated at
all times. Make sure you are familiar
with the map features and really importantly the map scale as they are different to other maps and you need to
adjust to this. Take a note of contours
and be sure to understand how to visualise these on the ground - it could save
you a lot of climb! Also remember that
courses are measured by the straight
line route and you will run further than
this. The terrain may be physically
tough and there may be climb! If you
are a good runner, don't underestimate

Scottish 6 days 2019 Grandtully
(photo Wendy Carlyle)

be 100% fair for serious competition.
I hope that orienteering can pull back
from the current pandemic and we see
a resumption of a range of events locally and regionally as well as the major
events and multiday events that so
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Former GP
Bryan Parkinson on
Map Run.

I have found
the MapRun
events to be
a brilliant
concept and
a real godsend. To be able to leave home on any
day of the week with a printed map,
and a pin code, and complete a course
is marvelous.
In early 2019 I sustained a torn knee
cartilage which resulted in an unstable
and painful knee. All thoughts of running went out the window, but I continued to exercise at the local gym and
swimming pool. Being of a competitive
nature, not too surprisingly I found sitting in a gym rather underwhelming and
rather depressing. I just didn’t get the
same buzz!!
Then along came the Pandemic. Gyms &
pools closed down under lockdown.
The only choices I had then were to
retire from sport or to try jogging. I
wasn’t ready for the former, and so to
keep me sane, I limped around my local
countryside. At this point I still didn’t
think I would resume any reasonable
level of running, until I came across the
MapRuns being promoted by EPOC. I
found them a total revelation and I am
now almost back to running normally,
24 minutes for 5Km! I’m way off my pre
injury times, but for someone who
thought that they would never run
again it is pleasing.
As a retired GP I would have advised
someone with a knee injury to rehabilitate on soft surfaces. Personally however, I have found the opposite has
worked for me, that is running the
MapRun Urban events has improved
my running much more than the off
road events like Norland Moor, Storthes Hall, or Thornes Park.
So a big thank you to Richard, James &
David, and all the individual organisers
of the MapRun events for their part in
rehabilitating an injured old crock to a
running old crock. I have now completed at least 24 of the events and I would
say to any club members who haven’t
had a go, just get out there and give
them a try. Your future health and sanity might just depend on such events. I’ll
certainly continue doing them whilst

Highway To Hell
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Scottish Coast To Coast
A Scottish Coast to Coast

and it doesn’t get dark in Northern Scotland in
June so we just carried on. After a wonderful
Rod Shaw kept a diary of this trip. He dug it night walk we finally descended to Kinlochout during lockdown, Here it is.
hourn. There we found a lovely patch of grass
In the year England won the World Cup, Rod for the night, we had sleeping bags but no
tent. As we settled down dogs started barking
Shaw was on the RAF Mountain Rescue
windows opened lights came on. The patch of
team leaders course. His colleague John
grass we’d found was the lawn of a big house.
Hinde was in charge of the course and as a
They reluctantly let us stop, well it was now
keen Munro bagger saw an opportunity to
2am. We woke to another glorious day.
tick off a few at government expense by
walking from the most westerly Munro to
We slogged up some dreary hillside and eventhe most easterly Munro bagging on the
tually reached the top of Sgurr Coire nan Eiway. Rod joined him.
richeallach and down to the bridge at Loch
Quoich. We floated up Gleauraich but now
We left the comfort of MacRae’s barn in Glen
storm clouds were approaching. The Cuillins
Brittle, Isle of Skye one dull Sunday morning.
were the first to be changed into black mist. At
We went up Sgurr nan Gobhar, the rain was
the top of Spidean Mialach all the hills around
falling steadily. On Sgurr na Banachdich (the
us were obliterated but we were still clear. We
most westerly Munro) we were in thick mist
descended in rain. In Glen Quoich, John made
and had some difficulty convincing another
friends with Mrs Stoddart (he’s quite skilled at
party that we were on the right ridge.
finding folk with shelters) She let us stay in a
garage cum sheep shelter.
John had some trouble with his achilles tendon
so we decided to have an easy day in the valleys. We headed to Glen Garry and over the
pass to Loch Lochy where we found a barn on
forestry commission land.
Friday, an easy day. First the Caledonian Canal, along a disused railway, up to the Commando Memorial then down to Spean Bridge
Glen Brittle Hut © Raibeart MacAoidh
where my sister in law’s mum had a room;
We headed down, in heavy rain, steep scree to luxury, clean socks, a bath, beds!
Reluctantly left at 11am., up to Lairig Leacach
that magical place in the heart of the Cuillins,
Loch Coruisk. We went on to the climbing hut
Cuillins © Nigel Brown
by the side of Loch Scavaig. The occupants,
who were sensibly staying in the hut all day
made us very welcome. After 3 hours we were
almost human again and braved the elements
again. We took the coastal route. At Loch
Slapin the marble works seemed to offer some
shelter. The nightwatchman was a friendly
chap and said we could spend the night in the
crew room so we warmed ourselves by the
stove.
Next morning was fine and we soon reached
Broadford, we made friends with some camp- and up the ridge on to Stob Choire Claurigh
3858 ft, the highest of the Grey Corries and the
ers who insisted we had lunch with them. It
was raining again as we set off on the road to highest on our walk. On to Stob Ban, another
Munro, and then to Loch Treig where we
Kyleakin. We were determined to leave the
watched a huge sheep shearing operation,
road and went up Beinne na Greine, Sgurr na
before we got to Loch Ossian. where we paid
Coinnich and Beinn Bhuide not Munros but
fine hills. All this time the rain was heavier and for a bed at the SYHA.
the hills shrouded in mist. On the last hill the
mist cleared as we looked down at the ferry at
Kylerhea. John chatted up a friendly farmer
who let us stay in his barn at Glenelg.

Tuesday, a glorious day, we set off in good
spirits through the forest and up the ridge on
the long climb up Beinn Sgritheall. A lot of
false tops on the way but on one of these tops
a golden eagle took off over our heads only 30
feet away the most magnificent sight I’ve ever
seen on the hill. The top of the Ben is one of
the best viewpoints in Scotland, Loch Hourn
below us and in the west the Cuillins now
bathed in sunshine and the Isles of Rum and
Eigg floating in a blue sea. A long scree run
brought us down to Arnisdale, tea at Mrs. Sinclair’s was very welcome. Refreshed we set off
up Druim Fada at 8pm, the weather was great

Next day an easy Munro, Beinn na Lap ,’ down
to the far end of Loch Ossian by Corrour
Shooting Lodge. A pleasant ridge up Beinn
Eibhinn, a bit sharper and rockier on to
Aonach Beag and Geal Charn, a rocky descent
and up another Munro, Carn Dearg. Down to
Culra Lodge, a comfortable bothy.

We were tempted to go up the Fara.. Good
views of Loch Ericht and Dalwhinnie. Across
the A9 and along the aqueduct to Loch Cuaich
where the bothy was occupied by some friendly Glaswegians up for the fishing who made us
coffee and gave us an enormous trout. Up
Meal Chuaich bathed in a glorious evening sun
over Bogha Cloiche and descended to Gaick
Lodge, The lodge seemed occupied with dogs
and cows heralded our arrival. We found an
outhouse with beds, it did for the night.
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In the morning a gamekeeper greeted us, he
didn’t seem at all annoyed, he said they don’t
get many hikers because there’s no Munros
near. We thanked him and set off into a very
remote part of the Highlands. Our target was
Beinn Dearg but first had to cross miles of bog.
Beinn Dear0g lived up to its name as we ascended the very red granite. With thunder in
the air we descended to Tart Water. Our target
was Bynach Lodge, no go, but we found an
old stable a mile further on.
Wednesday, and two more Munros then Loch
nan Eun. John was getting fed up with our
rations, Knorr soup and pom (pot noodles
hadn’t been invented) so he tried fishing with
no luck. Three more Munros (they’re quite easy
in this part of Scotland) before dropping down
to the ski lifts above the Devil’s Elbow.
Here we were picked up by an RAF land rover
for a night at the Mountain Rescue base camp
at Linn of Dee. We were brought back to the
ski lifts in the morning. Up six more very easy
Glengarry ©Kenneth Bark-

Munros before we ascended the best hill in
Deeside, Lochnagar (Prince Charles’s favourite
hill- he’s even written a book about it, and
Byron has written a poem about it). We didn’t
see it at it’s best, we were again in thick mist.
We raced down to the Spittal of Glen Muick
where we met the ghillie, Mr Robertson who
entertained us with his war stories (he was a
pilot in the 2nd World War). We must have
been good listeners because he let us stay the
night in his barn.
Friday, glorious sunshine (wish we’d been on
Lochnagar today!) Our object was now Mount
Keen, the most easterly Munro. Before we
could start ascending there seemed miles of
bog and heather to cross. After the bog the
ascent was easy and so was the track down to
Glen Mark and into the main valley of Eskdale.
Walking on roads was harder than walking the
hills. The night was fine so we slept by the side
of the road.
On the last day. with blistered feet we staggered into the Lochside Arms. Here we met
another ex war pilot, Jock Gordon, this one
from the first World War. He showed us
round the town, dipped our sore feet in the sea
and ate the best fish supper in Britain.
We had covered 381 km or 238 miles and ascended 51,000 ft an average of 17 miles and
climbed 3642ft per day
Rod Shaw

Run The World
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Perfect Planning
Planning Tips

ning. Providing route choice. Orienteering
is about having to think on your feet and
it’s up to the planner to offer a mentally
Richard Payne continues his series on
the ins and outs of MapRun and beyond. challenging course.
To achieve this from a planning
Once you have
perspective needs application. Using the
your map loaded
lines drawn on
into Purple Pen
Purple Pen, workyou have various
ing from the start
things to think
control, try to loabout.
cate a point near
your preliminary
Where to sugfirst control that
gest parking?
gives at least two
Which part of
route options. Use
the map is best
Richard at Scottish 6 Days
a ruler to see what
for a Yellow
Photo Wendy Carlyle
the distance is for
course?
each route. When
Which are the most technical areas for
you are ready
the longer courses?
choose a satisfacAckroydon
Map,
full
size
Where to have the start and finish?
tory location move
on the next page
After consideration you will be able to
your original circle
put a start triangle and finish circle on
to that point.
your Purple Pen file. If the event is using
MapRun then the advice is these be at the Then continue around your course. Sometimes you may find more than 2 alternasame point but this isn’t essential.
The main issue to remember for MapRun tives.
activities is that, once a competitor starts A couple of examples of route choice legs
is shown on the Akroydon map. (31-32
their run and completes one control, the
below, and 33-34 right)
next time they pass through the Finish
MapRun will deem their run as completed.
So, you need to avoid any chance of this
occurring.
Start your planning with the shortest
course. The controls don’t need to be technical and you have more opportunity to be
aesthetic here. You might decide to use
monuments or take people through parks.
Consideration will originally have been
taken about major roads when deciding
on the start and finish. However, if the
Yellow course has to cross a main road,
have a look at the safest place and don’t
be afraid to have a control on either side
of the road. This will give you peace of
mind. 8 to 10 controls should be about
right with a distance of no more than 2km.
Before planning the more technical courses it is helpful to add lines on your Purple
Pen file to show the major uncrossable
areas on the map. The Akroydon map
shows what I mean where I have added
Blue lines. You now have a better view of
possible routes around these areas.
When you have done this create a draft
Blue (longest) course with route choice in
mind. Ideally you want some long legs and
short legs with change of direction in the
most technical areas. Don’t worry about
exact control location. This can come later.
Work to a course length of 6km, maybe
less in a hilly area.
Now comes the interesting part of plan-

Once you are satisfied with the long
course it is easy to do the same with the
other technical courses. For MapRun
events remember to try to reverse the
Green course compared to the Blue so
anyone wanting to run again will find the
run quite different. Again, try to do the
same with Green and Short Green courses.
Only when you have finished all the courses is it time to worry about deciding on
control descriptions.

Examples of good route choice planning
can be seen on the MapRun Mytholmroyd
event planned by Alistair Pedley in July last
year. Look out for examples of route
choice at next month’s Lindley activity.

Richard Payne
Occasionally you may have to tweak the
previous control to improve the one you
are working on. Do not worry about route
choice on every leg but you should be able
to do it for the majority. As you get more
proficient you will be looking at trying to
get the least obvious route as the quickest.
e.g. one which is longer but doesn’t have
the climb. One that you have to go back
first that is actually the shortest.
Where you have a particular complex area
is the time to have several controls with
change of direction. I have shown an example on the Akroydon map. (controls 35
to 39 right)
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Planning In Ackroyden
Here is the full Ackroyden map.
You can see that Richard has put on the legs between
the control sites, along with what is in effect out of
bounds areas. These are marked with a blue border
and hatching. In effect these become no go areas.
Understanding how to plan, not only helps an orienteer to plan, but also makes ou get into the mind of the
orienteer and makes you become a better orienteer.
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Review reminder and Turf
Review Control
Reminder

away from the GPS location of the control.
It is better to know you were only 10 metres off than 30. In most cases of Rev40 and
above we now disqualify people because it
If you have completed a
is unlikely they actually were in the right
course, and found one
place. Rev100 is desperation! If in the past
vegetation or buildings.
control would not bleep,
you have mispunched and didn’t know
To check a mis-punch click the three bar
this simple guidance should get your run
about the above I think you can still go back
menu at the top right of the app.
reinstated.
to the event and update your result.
Take the review results option.
If your track looks like a seismic earthquake
This will display the controls on the right of
After your run you may be shown as mischart you should make every effort to
the screen and a box will show against the
punched and you know or thought you
make sure you achieve a good ‘gps lock.’
went to every location ok. This is not unu- relevant problem control or controls. Click Go to Troubleshooting GPS issues in Strava
sual and there is the opportunity to check. the boxes and change the tolerance on the Support where it has more specifics in relaThere are several reasons why things have left to 10 20 or 30 and then click the Submit tion to different phone models. For more
a Revised Result button at the bottom of
gone awry other than your mistake. The
info on phones go to the MapRun website.
the screen. Hopefully your result will be
map may not be 100% accurate and you
http://maprunners.weebly.com/phoneupdated correctly. With regard to the tolerwere in the right place on the map but the
settings.html
map is not exact in relation to the satellites. ance settings I like to start at a low level as
Richard Payne
the numbers relate to how far you were
The signal may be too slow or affected by

Hey! Get off my

!

New member Julie Graham tells us about a
new GPS game called Turf
Turf is the location based orienteering-style
game currently taking the UK by storm. It is
played on a smartphone using the phone’s
GPS – you must physically go to the location
of a turf zone to earn points. In many ways it
is similar to Pokémon, except it doesn’t have
scary or cute creatures…… oh hang on, it has
orienteers!
These creatures, sorry…..orienteers win
points by visiting as many zones as they can,
either by running, walking, cycling or even
by car – though this option is of limited exercise value, impractical for zones on mountain tops or in kid’s play areas, and is generally frowned upon
in the turf community. Zones have a
takeover value, a
neutral bonus if no
one else owns it
yet, and also a
points per hour
value. For the dedicated it is very tactical.
Invented in 2010 in Sweden by a military
helicopter pilot and a programmer, the
game has been huge in that country for
years. It is non-profit and is mostly run by
volunteers who are keen turfers themselves.
Originally invented for children, it is far
more popular with big kids; adults in their
40s and 50s are the main demographic.
Then the game got big in Scotland, especially in Edinburgh and with their Edinburgh
Southern Orienteering Club. The international silver medal was won by a woman
(Leonne, known as Féarglas in turf circles)
from Edinburgh and she featured in an article in the BBC and BOOM, the UK explosion
was underway. This incredible achievement
took huge commitment and the article explains that she cycled for 10 hours per day
and clocked up 1,400 miles over the month.

However there is still plenty to whet the
competitive appetite even if time is somewhat more limited. Every player begins by
being placed in a lowly (international) league
of 10 players at the start, and they can work
their way up the leagues through each
round. The game is played in monthly
rounds starting on the first Sunday of the
month. You can also track your success in
your local (Yorkshire) league, the UK league
and the World league. There is also lots of
fun to be had taking zones from other local
turfers, many of whom you will probably
know, and the ensuing banter!

I’ve been playing the game in Calderdale
mostly, and when I first registered to play in
mid January there were no dots (zones) in
the valley area. It gave me an option to request some which I promptly did and 3
zones appeared overnight in my immediate
vicinity. Every player is given the opportunity
to suggest new zones and in the month or so
since we have acquired 21 zones to go at.
There are currently 6 or so players in the
valley and these new zones must have come
from all of us. They vary from the top of
Midgley Moor to zones on the canal in
Mytholmroyd. We desperately need lots
more though to keep it interesting and fresh,
and for that we need players and lots of
takeovers, and for the zone-makers to see
that it is worth it. I personally like to have
somewhere to head to when I go out and the
turfs have given me added incentive and
direction for everything from a half a mile
breath of fresh air to a 3-hour run.

England, there is a big Turf competition
going on between PFO (Pendle Forest Orienteers) and SROC (South Ribble Orienteering Club) for this round. Now, another great
joy of this game is ‘armchair turfing’ and my
goodness those guys are keeping themselves busy. Their little person icons can be
seen on the north-western portion of the
map busily turfing at all hours of the day
and night. Many of these turfers have come
from nowhere to now be in the UK top 20,
and there are several of them in the
World top 20.
Some of you may
know Karen and
Bob Nash from
Preston (SROC)
and they are dominating the charts.
Karen is top of the
pops! Perhaps one
day EPOC will be
able to participate
in a similar competition if it grows similarly
in our areas.
Fancy having a go? To get started, go
to www.turfgame.com and follow the instructions. Or just jump straight in and
download the Turf App from the Google
Play store or Apple App Store. There are
many games with “Turf” in their name – the
one to look for has the Turfman logo and is
simply called “Turf”, by Andrimon AB. Hope
to see you out there (either in real life, or
from my armchair)

"The Night-riding
mom who cycles
10 hours a day"
https://
www.bbc.com/
news/uk-scotlandedinburgh-eastThe game is currently on Round 128 and as a fife-55350295
reflection of it’s popularity in the North of
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Orienteering As It Was
Orienteering As It Was take 1
David Harrison has being tidying up the
EPOC website and came across the ‘O tech
sheets. With MapRun the planner organiser
needs nothing much, here are some snippets
of what a small event planner/organiser
might have needed to do.

Obtain the
relevant permissions Visit owners
and tenants to
make yourself
known. .
Obtain as soon
as possible
sufficient maps
from Mapping Officer - 100 should be ample.
Decide what sort of event: sprint-O knockout, race (ie massed start - quickly over),
knockout race, score, map memory, Norwegian, cross-country, Write short publicity
leaflet .

stolen but they are less friendly for beginners .
Punches- one per control (you many not
need them for the Long Course)
Stakes (bamboo!Ed)
Map boards - two per course, two for any
map corrections, two for 2nd master maps if
used. Master map rain cover.
Map bags for master maps, control cards
Digital clock for finish from store, kitchen
clock for start.
Orange drinks, (Does anyone still remember
when you use to get orange juice or water at
an event?? ) Portable loo, if thought necessary .

Make a master control punched card for
each course.

Lollipop controls are very easy to put out,
Type control descriptions and print about 30
don't get vandalised and are less costly when for each course

Orienteering As It Was take 2
About 12-15 years ago, writes Dick
Spendlove, I came across a box of Ordnance Survey maps in an antique shop in
Marlborough. I didn’t have the chance to
sort through them in the shop, but they
were fairly cheap as a job lot, so I bought
them all. It was only later when I had the
time to have a closer look, that I discovered that 10 of them were signed on the
front cover by none other than by

Chris Brasher, Olympic gold medalist,
founder of the London marathon and, of
course, an early pioneer of orienteering in
the UK. Most of them had nothing more
than his signature; a few were annotated
with his notes for walking the South
Downs Way; but there was one that contained a fascinating insight into how early
orienteering events were planned.
It’s a 2½ inch (1:25,000) map of the area
just north of Machynlleth in Wales. The
forest is called Tan y Coed or Dyfi. The

controls for the event have all been
marked on the map, some in red, some in
black, and a few in pencil.

On the back of the map Chris has written
down the order of the controls for 6
courses, labelled as SM, SL, IM, IL, JM and
JL – which I assume stood for Senior Men,
Senior Ladies, Intermediate Men, Intermediate Ladies,
Junior Men
and Junior
Ladies. The
Senior Men’s
course is given as 7.7k,
while the Senior Ladies
only have to
run 3 ¾ k (sic).
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Master maps and map corrections: Draw up
in red biro. Paste on control description lists.
Insert in plastic map bags. Mount on boards
at least twice as big as map. Control description sheets must be on master maps. Produce two master maps each for medium and
long courses - four of short course so master
maps can be taken to school minibuses and
copied before start.
Calculate results!

The year is 1969, which we know from
Chris’s annotation at the top of the map,
showing the magnetic north variation.

What I don’t know, however, is whether
the event ever took place, or whether it
remained at the planning stage. I have a
feeling that it did, as there is a note
referring to a Mr Thomas for the use of his
field. Does anybody have access to old
fixtures or results lists from that period?

Dick Spendlove

Southern Nights
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EPOC Other Officials

EPOC Committee

What have your committee been up to?

Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Fixtures Secretary
Membership Secretary
Committee Members

Emma Harrison
Jean Lochhead
David Morgan
Jean Lochhead
David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Jackie Page

eah1607@aol.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
jpage2729@gmail.com.

Neil Croasdell
Viv Barraclough
Linda Hayles

croasded@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
croahay@hotmail.com

Website & Club Emails

David Harrison

eastpennineorienteeringclub@gmail.com

Epistle Editor

Graham Lloyd

egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk

Map Librarian
Compass Sport Trophy
Club Coach
Welfare Officer
Club Championship
Club Kit Officer
Permanent Courses
Relay Organiser
Stores and Equipment
E-Punching Equipment

David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Viv Barraclough
Viv Barraclough
Vacant
Daniel Sutcliffe
Jean Lochhead
Vacant
Scarf Family
Ian & Julie Couch

Minutes of EPOC committee meeting
held via Zoom
Tuesday 1 December 2020
at 7.30pm.
1. Present: Emma Harrison (Chair), David Morgan (Treasurer), Jean Lochhead
(Secretary), Neil Croasdell, Jackie Page,
Rod Shaw, Linda Hayles.
2. Minutes of last meeting:- These had
been distributed before the meeting
and were Accepted. There were no
outstanding items that would not be
dealt with later.
3. Chairman’s Report:- The Chairman’s report had been circulated to the
committee before the meeting. Accepted. The full report will appear in
the next Epistle.
4. Treasurers Report:- The Treasurers
report had been circulated to the committee before the meeting. Accepted.
The full report will appear in the next
Epistle. (Published in The November
Edition .Ed)
5. Secretarys Report:- We have not
had a Secretary for 3 years as the job
has been done by the Chairman, therefore there was very little to report.

davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
thescarfs@hotmail.com
iancouch@btinternet.com

6. Map Run:- The meeting discussed
the success of the Map run series and
the fact that we were now on Series 4.
David Morgan had done some participation figures analysing the last 29
MapRuns. The total number of runs
was 1,430.
Some planners had been asked to produce Yellow courses and the meeting
queried whether this was necessary
when the participants seemed to have
no problem with a Short Urban course.
It was agreed that where the terrain
was not Urban i.e. Storthes Hall, Ogden, Newmillerdam a Yellow course
might be a good introduction to woodland orienteering with its different legend.
The participants could then go on to try
one of the other courses with more
confidence.
There was discussion about participants who were not Orienteers and
therefore were unaware of how to interpretate the legend and unaware of
Urban Orienteering Rules. Some were
known to have jumped walls (solid
black lines) or been through hedges
(solid green lines) or strayed into Olive
Green areas (OOB). The committee
agreed that there ought to be some
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form of teaching instruction attached
to the MapRun section of the website
and possibly each of the particular
Event details. These would point out
the Urban Rules, not only for EPOC
MapRuns, but would be essential for
those who want to go on to registered
“O” events.
7. OCAD Update: - David Morgan gave
a resume of updated OCAD software
which provided the latest I.O.F Mapping. It was thought at this time that it
was only necessary for Richard Payne
to be provided with the latest software.
8. Compass Sport Cup: - Rod confirmed that those clubs who had qualified for the Final in 2020 would go forward to the Final in 2021. It was confirmed by the meeting that the Club
had agreed to pay the entry fee for all
our team participants in the Final but
not travel expenses.
9. Fixtures:- Before the meeting Jean
had distributed an up to date Fixtures
list as discussed at the recent YHOA
Fixtures Meeting. There were blank
spaces next to some of the dates available to EPOC and it was decided not to
try and allocate venues until the C-19
situation had settled down.
Continued...

West End Girls
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What Has Your Committee Been Up To?
Committee meeting held via Zoom

A snowy scene by Arabella Woodrow

Tuesday 1 Dece2020 at 7.30pm.

9 (continued)
UK Urban League Jean has applied to
get the Pontefract Urban event to be
held on 25 July 2021 registered as an
UK Urban league. Roger Thetford, the
UK Urban fixtures secretary, agreed
that it fulfilled all the criteria and we
are hopeful that it will be included on
the list. Our application is being supported by Chris Burdon.
10. Event Safety Workshop: - Emma
confirmed that she is keeping the list
of those who have taken the course
on line and those already registered
on the BO Website.
11. First Aiders:- It appears that nearly
all our First Aiders Certificates will
expire in the new year. Only Viv is current for another 2 years.
David Morgan to investigate the level
of course we need for an “O” event
and source a 1st Aid course that fits
with the current C-19 guidance.
12. Gripple fastening:- At the last
meeting it was decided that an alternative form of gripple fastening be
used to avoid the trauma of fastening
and unfastening reluctant Grippples.
This would speed up the putting out
and collection of controls. Jean had
obtained 60 small padlocks and some
crimps to make wire loops which will
pass through the hole in the control
box and be fastened together with
padlocks. Neil is going to change the
gripple wires to this new system.

bought the Control markers for both
areas suitable for school use, The
Land Trust are paying for them and I
am waiting to meet the Groundworks
people for a fitting session.
Shibden Hall – pending. Jean
16. British Schools Score, Storthes
Hall:- Contact has been made with
“The Venue” and the estate solicitor.
To be discussed again at the next
meeting.
17. AOB:i) David Morgan said the Bank mandate needed updating. David to work
with Jean to get this done on line asap.

ii) 10 members have volunteered to
take part in the “Christmas Cracker
13. NViiStr8 :- The option to buy these
Virtual Team Challenge”. A total of
Orienteering Shoes is to be left open
73km with legs ranging from 3km to
for the time being whilst we find out
15km. The team entry fee of £30 is to
what interest there is from the club
be paid by the club and the profit goes
members.
to Great Ormond Street Hospital.
14. Fixtures Permissions Officer:Thanks to Connor Smith who is coordeferred to next meeting.
dinating this event for us.
15. Permanent Courses report:- The 18. Date of next Meeting:- Monday 1st
full POC officers report had already
March 2021 at Denby Dale Pie Hall, we
been circulated to the committee.
hope.
Oakwell Hall, now would be a good
time to cut back the vegetation so the
Helping at an EPOC
markers can be seen. One control
event?
needs refixing.
Newmillerdam, refurb held up as the
Don’t forget you can have half price
new marker plates were to be made
entry to any EPOC event when you
by a company who are now furhelp out at an event in some way. If
loughed!
you need to pre-enter an event the
Frickley & Fryston, BO arranged for
Mappers & Planners to continue their discount code is available from the
event organiser to claim a helper diswork during National lockdown but
count!
my contacts weren’t so keen. I have
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Treasurers Report

There has been little or no financial action so there is no treasurers report.
However David Morgan spent some
time sifting through the MapRun results
and here are some fo his findings. They
don’t include more recent events.
MapRun participation since December
Nationally has fallen, which unsurprising as we have been encouraged to exercise more locally and the weather may
have put many folk off, especially the
street events. Ed
Numbers andMapRun
Total number of runners 219
Of which 86 EPOC, at least 12 from
other local clubs, plus 6 friends and
family.
This leaves 115 who are not club members.
Of the EPOC senior membership, 12
have not taken part.
The total number of runs I have recorded is 1694.
The lowest attendance was 24 at Ogden very early in the series. The highest have been 86 - 88 at Sowerby
Bridge, Norland and Marsden.
In terms of individual runs, it is tricky
to tell as some participants have run
more than one course (especially once
the series was extended to a full
week), but 27 have done 20 or more.
One the flip side, 97 have done two or
less.
Membership. 16 new members.12 who
joined after the deadline and are
members to Dec 2021. One of the other four has already rejoined.

Time In A Bottle
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Epistle

Epistleevent-Harden Moor
Epistle featured
AIRE Regional Event
Harden Moor 13 Dec

didn’t do too well. “I struggled finding
number 1, wasting a lot of time.” EvenEmily Thompson
tually she decided to retire, but not
said of her first
Short Brown (length: 7.175km, climb:
‘proper’ event, “The before finding some controls in the
205m, 29 controls)
weather was awful. intricate quarried area.
I didn't want to get
3 Simon Martland
64.05
out of the car as it “ I was pleased with my compass work,
7 Jon Emberton
68.41
was heavy rain and but I hadn't orienteered for a while and
Blue (length: 5.975km, climb: 180m, 23
foggy!” Despite the my head wasn't in it, I wasn't focused
controls)
weather the consensus was that it was on the start line and then not finding
number one, I think I could have fogood to be out orienteering on the
10 Matthew Tinker
71.26
cused more and got back into my rou16 Lindsay McMillan
78.35 moors, with dibbers on fingers, and
tine for starting”
28 Martyn Hodgson
99.45 kites to be found
(continues…)
dnf Laura Harrison
25.11
dnf Julian Green
94.59
“...I set off too eager …
dnf Jane Hodgson
108.08
beginners mistake...
dnf Emily Thompson
161.17
dnf Fiona Hodgson
175.58
Green (length: 4.1km, climb: 105m, 14
controls)
2 Aly Brook
17 Helen Martland
23 Linda Hayles
24 William Martland
rtd David Harrison

60.02
92.14
125.28
143.03
91.13

Short Green (length: 3.325km, climb:
90m, 10 controls)
8 Gill Ross
9 Jean Lochhead
11 Jackie Page
12 Jo Emberton

82.14
92.45
104.23
121.33

Surprisingly the navigational challenges of Harden Moor didn’t tempt out
that many EPOC members. However
the weather running up to the event
had not been the most inspiring, and
by the time of the event it was a very
cold, foggy and wet day.. Gill Ross said
that “Going to Harden Moor on a miserable cold, wet and foggy morning in
December didn’t seem appealing especially as it was only about the 4th
‘normal’ orienteering event I had done
since March.”

Some members felt they didn’t do too
well, Jackie Page ran (though I think she
suggests she walked) the short green
course, which offered lots of route
choices however she tells me she made
some “pretty bad errors reaching the
stage where I was about to abandon
the run. I did complete it though-pretty
low down.” Laura Harrison also felt she

Harden Moor and Quarry– WikiP
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Lost In France
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Epistle featured event-Harden Moor
Harden Moor continued
Emily Thompson too set off too quick,
“I set off far too eager, to start the Blue
course and almost immediately got
myself off-course finding the first control. Beginners mistake!” She also didn’t
have the best of runs, she got herself
self back on track and all was going
well till she crossed the road and headed through the woods – where she
managed to mis-punch a control. She
realised when she popped out at the
monument in the wood and not near
the long wall.

The ’airfield’ Harden Moor ©WikiP
bly good navigation for the first three
quarters of the course, but I got confused in the quarries towards the end
so need to concentrate more in these
intricate areas.”
Despite all these mishaps everyone
seemed to enjoy Harden Moor, Martyn
said it ”dawned on me afterwards is
that it's a different level of event to the
Mapruns - almost like comparing a fellrun to a park run, with both having
their place but not really comparable.”
Emily added that it was “Not the best
start to orienteering but I did have fun,
albeit definitely of the type 2 variety!”

The fastest versus the slowest.
Green is the slowest, blue/grey
the fastest. What route would
have taken?
She tells the Epistle “Despite this I continued on - I wasn't ever going to be
fast enough to win so it didn't really
matter. I gave up trying to find the next
control as I wasn't aware climbing
gates was allowed (learning point number 2 for me!). Then I got in my stride
and managed to complete the rest of
the course, albeit not very quickly. By
the time I got to the last control I was
so cold and wet I gave up without really trying to find the last one, deciding
I'd spent enough time running around
in the clag and rain. Back in the car I
managed to steam it up which at least
allowed me to do a Clark Kent and put
some dry clothes on for the drive
home!”

Here we see losing height, but picking up
a path is actually a faster route than
staying high and contouring through the
undergrowth.

Former Airenteer Gill Ross has run on
Harden Moor many times, and was
super wary of the quarries, but it was
the moor and the woodland that
caught her out. “I nearly always make a
mess of the quarry areas. However this
time it was the moor and woodland
that threw me. Twice I got totally disorientated and because of that ended up
doing a far greater distance and some
very odd route choices!” she said.
Returning to pure orienteering Martyn
Hodgson said that he, “grew into it as
time went on” and that his pacing
never fails, though he felt he should
have used the contours & map features
and not tried to lazily pace everything.
Aly Brook seemed pleased with her
first ‘proper’ excursion, “This was my
first orienteering race and I did reasonably well for a first go. I had Reasona-
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Roman Road Harden Moor ©WikiP
Check out what happened at Bingley St Ives
40 years ago when the
area was an EPOC
responsibility

Run
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Epistle featured event-Harden Moor
Harden Moor
continued
Jonathon Emberton begins is
regular coaching reports with
some tips from
Harden Moor.

What a treat!
The rumour of
a ‘real’ event
was true. Unlikely as it might seem, I’ve probably orient- 1-6 : Fast running and route choice. Paths
eered more regularly this year thanks to
or heather.
the excellent EPOC maprun programme. However, this was the
first with kites, SI and other visible
orienteers since mid february at
Sherringham in Norfolk.
Desperate weather, mist and driving cold rain, couldn’t dampen my
excitement. Rather than going
through the motions because it was
there and it was real, it turns out
that this was a really well planned
event, on an area of contrasts, technical
and physical.
Good planning leads to distinct sections of
orienteering challenge. These could be
summarised as:Start -1 : Disorientation in a maze of
paths and mist. Composure and
compass needed.

22- Finish : Quarries. Fine
contour detail and wet
rock. Direction changes
and the possibility of really hurting yourself !

The interest in this quality of planning is
that different orienteers have different
7-14 : Short legs in the woods and around
strengths. A little self knowledge helps to
low visibility rhododendron patches. Slowmaximise the gain from some sections, for
er pace and good flow into and out of conme, the open running, long legs and quartrols needed.
15
ries, while minimising the losses from
others, for me, the tight woodland sections needing more flow and precision.
All of this shows up well if you use the
analysis tools available in the results such
as Routegadget and particularly, Splitbrowser.

- 22 : More fast running in the semi open
but less route choice so physically tough
through rocky heather.
I had a really enjoyable head to head with
fellow EPOC member, Simon Martland. His
pulled hamstring meant I could, unusually,
run at about his pace and we traded route
choices and mistakes from control 12. It’s
always interesting to see other people orienteering and, as noted above, reflect on
your strengths and weaknesses.
Thanks AIRE. It’s been back to maprun
since!
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Run For Home
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Epistle featured event-Harden Moor
Here we have Jonathon’s route and
splits browser, a little larger so you can
have a good look at how these coaching aids might help improve performance.
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Featured event-Harden Moor

Compare the following.
The ponds. The Rhododendrons..
The rocks in the valley.
The quarries. The path network.

Same area 40 years
apart. Dick Spendlove gives a quick
resumé of the event
40 years ago. How
technology has
changed the sport

Didn’t We Have a Lovely
Time the Day We Went to
Bingley.
Those of you who went to the Airienteers
event at Harden Moor & Bingley St Ives on
13th December and suffered in the awful
weather, may like to know that almost exactly
40 years previously (it was 14th December
1980) a similar event took place in equally (or
possibly more) miserable conditions. This was
the first ever event at Bingley St Ives and in
those days it was an EPOC area. Mike Thorpe
had done much of the map surveying, and
was also involved as assistant planner, but
with a deadline looming, other EPOC members got involved as well. The map, drawn by
Mike Lawrence and Dick Mackay, both sadly
no longer with us, arrived from the printers
just 12 days before the event. Richard Payne
was the chief planner and had the unenviable
task of getting his courses overprinted onto
the maps. For the ‘youngsters’ amongst us,
this was then an in-house manual job involving printing the course individually onto each
map one at a time for 700 maps! (perhaps
another article on exactly that was done? Ed)
The job got done (with a little help from his
friends) and so the event was ready to take

place. It was being sponsored by Damart, the
thermal underwear company with a big mill
in Bingley. Fortunately, the three key officials,
me as organiser, and planners Richard Payne
and Mike Thorpe had each received a set of
Damart’s best thermals to keep them snug. (I
still have them after all these years!).
The previous weekend most of us had run in
perfect weather at a PFO event at Hurstwood, but we were not so lucky at Bingley.
The following are comments either from the
results or the Epistle:
“…a day when the ferries did not venture out
into the Irish Sea and aircraft were diverted
from Yeadon.”
“…strange mud-splattered creatures were to
be seen pushing each and every car through
the worst of the swamp.”

deciphering soggy pulp.” (inadequately protected control cards)
“…a critical quarter of an hour to observe
your result – between the stub * arriving from
the results team and it disappearing again
rain-sodden and disintegrating in the wind.”
“…Didn’t we have a lovely time the day we
went to Bingley. We really enjoyed, every
man, girl and boy, pushing the cars through
the mud and the mire. They churned up the
field by spinning their wheels, and splattered
us up to the eyeballs. At the finish meanwhile,
we all had to smile, when the tent blew
down.” (Sung to the tune of The Day We
Went to Bangor: if you don’t know it, Google
it!)

From the results: Gill Ross 17th W19A, Pat
Aspinall 8th W35, Judith Goodair 23rd W35,
th
Owen 13th
“…rushing about trying to catch the odd tent Simon Martland 9 M21A, Dave
th
M35A, Anthony Greenwood 20 M35A, Rod
that was flying around.”
Shaw 31st M35A, Fred Ross 41st M35A, Guy
“…when the finish tent took off at 10.45, shortGoodair 27th M43, Phil Thompson 10th M50.
ly followed by the enquiry and reclaim tent,
whilst queues of cars formed down the
Dick Spendlove
Bingley Road, waiting for their chance to be
*For the clueless: results were hand-written
manhandled into a parking space, I thought
on a small piece of card (The stub) which was
the event was disintegrating around us.”
then stapled to the equivalent of a washing
“…The results team were really pushed to
line.
keep up with the flow of results because of
having to spend an inordinate amount of time
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Run To The Hills
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More Results

EPOC Results
November to
February

straight forward to get back.”
Her error was pointed out at the finish as
she had had enough, and had Harden
Moor the next day to think about.

going to be wet, muddy with long steep
hills, she said she had a “just get on with
it attitude.”

At Harden Morr Jean was told that not
doing the second half "best as competitors
If you want to know the lockdown series’ results in detail go to had been led astray and got into water up
to their waists". This was confirmed by
the club website. This edition’s
another competitor she met at met later at
featured race is Harden Moor
Marl Pits who also said "good decision Jean
Below are the other events.
to not do the second part I was up to my
waist in water".

SELOC Saturday Series
Worsley Woods 12 Dec
Light Green 4.4km 70m
Jean Lochhead

Although Jean missed the second part of
the course she was happy to be out, “it was
exercise and I met people at a respectable
distance that I had not seen since March
(2020).”

m11-18

Jean seems to have blocked this event out
of her memory until I asked her about it.

PFO Saturday Series Marl Pits 19 Dec

Technical 4km 150m
15 Ben Carter
46.35
28 Aly Brook
58.18
35 Jean Lochhead
63.23
47 Jackie Page
90.48
48 Bob Page
95.44
Apparently Marl Pits used to be used for
Cross Country races. Jean Lochead reminds us that the National Women’s event
was held there, but the AAA were not invited back after they trashed the fields. It is
now the home to a very fancy sports centre
and associated playing surfaces. With the
good cooperation between PFO and the
Worsley Wood (Trip Advisor)
surrounding farmers, it makes for a good
little area. Those in attendance all comFrom the colour of her map she felt the
area must have been muddy. The area was mented on the excellent organisation and
split in two by a motorway, there are two laid-back nature of the event.
Jackie page was glad to be out but found
crossing points, a tunnel and a bridge which she said, “they take all the fun out of the technical course quite tough, “I didn't
go wrong,“ she said, “but the terrain -very
things!”
She went on to remember that she, ”waded marshy moorland was very difficult to get
through and one section was so full of
on for 10 controls and then as there were
undergrowth it was almost impossible to
no more controls made my way back to
escape-and finally I lost the sole of my Othe Finish due to not being told it was a
double sided map. The rain had made my shoe!”
map stick together and I never thought to Despite the hills and wet course Aly Brook
investigate further but I did think it was a
was pleased to get round in a reasonable
route choice exercise as it was hardly
time, Jean Lochead said, she knew it was
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PFO’s Twitter Flyer

She was impressed with “ the control in a
gateway with an adjacent overflowing
bath (that) was quite something!” Ben
Carter was very cautious after his eventful
Harden Moor event. , so he seemed
pleased when he told me “The open hillside
sections just seemed to flow well …, less so
on a part of the playing fields where it is
was rather wet!” Aly was pleased with her
navigation being “confident... for the majority of the course. I got really disorientated looking for a particularly tricky point,
more scrutiny of the map and less rushing
was required.”
Ben said he “completely messed up one
control, had been running too hard and I
read a set of intricate contours as slipping
down and not up - lost a good couple of
mins recovering that.”
Jean seemed to sum up the feeling of most
competitors. “I loved every minute with the
added bonus of real toilets rather than
spiky bushes we have got used to at our
VOC's.”

Route Choice at Marl Pits.)

It’s Tricky
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MapRun Round-Up
Marsden W/B 14th Nov

Being well into the second lockdown,
Map runs were still permitted. Now
open for a week, the next event was at
Marsden. The start and finish were at the
bandstand in the centre of Marsden
Park. Three courses still on offer, but
also plenty of climb because “there’s
hills”
With 87 runs featuring in results, this
was a well attended event.
The event used a mix of streets and the
pen areas surrounding the tow/village?
Below is one of the route choices that
turned out to be 1 minute 20 seconds
faster for red over blue.

Ossett MapRun Event – W/B 21
Nov

16:51 and Darren Graham 3rd in 17:38.
These times suggesting that EPOC has
some good sprint orienteers for the
future when we can return to a more
normal fixture list.

were experienced orienteers,” Richard
said, “Crossing into forbidden areas
can lead to our sport getting a bad
reputation. It is also unfair to those
that take a legitimate route. In future
this should lead to disqualification but
this time we accept our responsibility
Ackroyden, W/B 28th Nov
Richard Payne planned a great event in in educating people with regard to the
orienteering map symbols. Please read
Akroydon which is, “a typical Urban
the Map Run update and FAQ’s article
orienteering event, mapped to IOF
on the EPOC webpage.”
(International Orienteering Federation) standards and planned with a
Crofton W/B 5th December
variety of route choice between controls.” A model village, though not a
Crofton is an old mining village which
miniature village, Ackroyden has nar- has transformed into a growing resirow streets, ginnels, snickets, a grave- dential area.
yard and a variety of parks. The long
course even had some 3D orienteering
in the Dean Clough complex.
Richard told me that, “Good navigation
was a key part to a successful run.”

“...3D orienteering…
...good navigation…
...pleasing…”
I asked what he took from the results?
He replied, “On reviewing the results it
was pleasing from a planner’s perspective to see how many different
routes everyone took and to note
some of the difficulties experienced.
I am still not convinced the steps route
The next Maprun event moved east
to Ossett. Long and Medium courses (below) between 37 and 56 was the
This was the first event with a Yellow
visited a memorial in the centre of Os- best.”
course on offer. It was only taken up
sett. Planners have repeatedly tried to
by three participants. Including Jean
add this to the map with no success.
Locknut. Above is the route choice of
However during the event the memothe other two competitors, Fred Ross,
rial was (and still is) a very obvious
and Arabella Woodrow. Red seems to
feature on the ground and was used as
have the faster route with more flow.
a control site. The circle was accurately
Blue was caught out by the first
placed as to where the memorial
cul-de- sac, and then had to turn at the
stands. Many planners like to include
control.
these sorts of features to give runners
The event area though relatively flat
a bit of ‘extra’ in their run.
did have more hills than runners were
expecting and courses mostly kept to
roads and hard paths.

Well Jonathon Emberton went the circuitous route in 4:14 whereas Simon
Martland did the steps in 3:37. It was a
Ossett Town Centre © WikiP
route choice that certainly made your
editor think.
With 70 recorded runs, this was anOn a serious note Richard t was disapother popular event. Looking at th
pointed to see quite a few people
short course there were some very
crossing areas marked as olive, out of
quick times. With Craig Heppenstall
winning in 14:02. Ben Carter was 2nd in bounds or uncrossable walls. “Some
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There were a small number of open
grassed areas which were muddy. Participants were warned of the main
road running through the area that
might have been be busy but it did not
delay runners.

Lord of the Manor Crofton
Beerintheevening

Band On The Run
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MapRun Round-up
Golcar W/B12 December
Rod Shaw found that living in the area
made it very easy to plan. At the previous
urban event the scale of the map was
1:4000 scale, but at this event using a
1:5000 scale meant the map could be extended to Welhouse and Appleyard (the
area between the railway arches and the
canal). Did that effect map readability I
asked Rod, “It did mean the Golcar Ginnels
were perhaps a little bit harder to read.”
Rod was pleased with the turnout with 64
successful runs. Rod was also was pleased
that the green course was the most popular because he felt it was the best course,
as can be seen below with blue versus red.
The course ran anti clockwise.

most chance to run on a straight line whilst
still giving some challenging orienteering.
Then perhaps using inspiration from
Christmas Strava art Megan had a go at
planning courses shaped as various Christmas objects, including a Stocking, Santa
Hat, Snowflake and a Gift. In the end she
settled on the Star and Tree as they
worked the best.

“...a star…
...Christmas tree…
...worked best…”
The Medium and Long courses were added
to continue with the courses in previous
Megan also said a mention had to go to
events in EPOC’s MapRun series.
Aly Brook and Ben Carter who were the
When out checking courses Megan was
closest on both the Christmas Tree and
concerned about how wet things were
Christmas Star courses showing how well
getting underfoot, she told me that “When they can follow the line accurately and
checking the control sites I also realised
both finished in the top 10 of both courses.
how muddy and sloppy it already was and Perhaps that ‘training’ on Harden Moor
it was only going to get worse... so studs
paid off?
were definitely needed! “
Bell Hall W/B 26th Dec
In the final details she challenged the parNeil
was
the
first victim of the 3rd Lockticipants to run as close to the line as posdown
with
MapRun
no longer being alsible on the Star and Tree courses, allowlowed
to
be
competitive.
Also folk were
ing for the old school buildings and the
instructed to stay local, so attendance pergreen at the top of the hill.
I asked her how the themed courses went. haps was a little down from the new normal.
What was it like I asked him? “The Halifax
Bell Hall area is a planner’s dream with
plenty of alleyways and snickets to make
people think and, looking at the tracks,
several people have been caught out or
missed the optimum route. The most rewarding thing for a planner is to see a wide
diversity of route choices and I wasn't disappointed. Many of the legs gave a 50/50
option and there was a good split, particularly the last leg which was the same on all
courses. Even I couldn't decide which was
best!”

“The blue,” he said, “ had less route choice,
the road to Welhouse couldn’t be an option because it has no pavement and is
quite busy.” Rod only used controls at the
edge of Appleyard because the middle bit
wasn’t mapped quite right. Rod also apologised for those who ended up in the mud.
Rod also apologised for the slog up to Welhouse for only one control. “I couldn’t do a
circuit of Welhouse because of a locked
gate.”

Golcar © C. Allen Geograph

Birkby W/B 2nd January
“ On the Christmas Star course everyone
had good routes, but Emily Thompson and
Simon Martland (see above) were the closest to the original line when allowing for
the school and green areas so well done.
On the Christmas Tree course Jane Slater
and Fred Ross where the closest to the
line”

Thornes Park W/B 18th Dec
After the annual EPOC Christmas Event at
Newmillerdam was cancelled Megan Harrison had a go at planning a novelty MapRun
event to include a Christmas theme. Megan
had looked at another area first, but she
settled for Thornes Park as it gave the
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Thornes Park formal garden
© Mike Kirby WikiP

The next event was in Birkby which is an
area of Victorian and more modern terraced housing. Participants were challenged by the tracks and lanes and a few
muddy paths. Most of the courses visited
Norman Park and Edgerton Cemetery. The
controls in the cemetery were clearly on
path junctions or bends. Runners were
asked to stay on the paths and respect any
mourners. The map was 1:5000 and was
produced from Open Street Map using
OCAD. The area proved tricky for some,
with a variety of legs as seen above.
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MapRun Round-up
Clayton West W/B 9th Jan

Netherton W/B 23 Jan

Guy Goodair was the next planner of the
training activity at Clayton West, using the
slightly different OOMap from the PsuedO
Maps used at many events.

Birkby W/B 2nd January
The next event was in Netherton planned
by Gilly Markham. The courses entered
housing estates with narrow footpaths,
some steps and plenty of blind corners.
The long and medium courses visited the
woods, so participants were recommended to wear studded shoes. Gilly also reminded runners of to be mindful of locals
who would not be expecting enthusiastic
orienteers coming out of nowhere, flying at
them!

“...enthusiastic runners coming out of nowhere…”
Gilly was also working on a map produced
by Richard Payne using OCAD and Open
Street Map which is available under the
Open Database License.

Halifax South W/B 5th Feb
Next up was another score event with
plenty to get the orienteer to think about.
A new interesting take was an event on
two maps, with 20 controls on each. With
60 minutes to collect them all, Meaning
one and a half minutes for each control.

Cat Steps Halifax

5 Key Skills for
orienteering:
Choose a Catching Feature
that will let you know you have
gone to0 far.
Follow a handrail-an easy line
feature like a track, a stream or a
wall.
Aim off when using a compass
heading to a handrail aim slightly left or right so you can then
follow the handrail to the…
Attack Point that you have chosen. An obvious point to navigate on a bearing from. Try to be
as close to the control feature as
possible
Pick out the collecting features
on your route and mentally tick
them off as you countdown to
the next feature.
If you want to learn how to organise or plan an event then
have a word with a committee
member.

As planners get more used to the planning
tools for MapRun it will be interesting to
see how things change with MapRun6 and
the possibility of using QR codes at controls sites, though most people seem to
prefer the non contactless benefits of
MapRun, but do like to see some form of
marker to know they’re in the right place.

Our ancient Halifax Monday Night Runners
would recognise the above and below
location, where once we headed west up
the valley following a ‘new’ footpath, we
ended up in someone’s back garden!

Elland Score W/B 17th Jan
Well in to January Richard Payne gave activity-ists another chance to run around
Elland. A score event was on offer, in addition to the more regular courses. Participants appreciated being able to use an IOF
standard quality map.

If you have never done it before there will be some one to
mentor you!
Jargon Buster:
Control– The place marked on the
map to navigate to. It is marked by
a kite, with a number, and either a
pin punch or an dibber box.
Dibber– The SportIdent E card
that records your time at each
control.
Kite– A white-and-orange fabric
marker that is hung at each control
Leg– The route between one control kite and the next. Each course
has a really hard leg, sometimes
called the crux leg.

Elland © H. Burton Geograph
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YHOA Leagues

Yorkshire Superleague

©Tom Curtis

No news on the Yorkshire Superleague at present. The
YHOA league website has not been updated for some
time. Looking at the fixtures list there a few events labeled as YHOA Superleague Events. In the meantime
where are these former Superleague areas?
Answers at the bottom.

Yorkshire Urban league
Like the Superleague,
there is nothing on the
YHOA website as we go to
press. EPOC want Pontefract to be part of the UK
Urban league, and again
some events have been
listed as YHOA Urban League, so things may
well take place.
Hopefully by the next Epistle we’ll have a
clearer idea of what is going on.
Meanwhile here is a winning mug!

Map= Kilnsey

Watch this space

Photo=Wombwell

Yorkshire Night league 2021-2022

http://www.yhoa.org.uk/yhoa-night-league/
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Prior
New
1
2
3
New
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
32
34
25
36
39
37
38
40
41
42
43
46
44
45
47
48
49
50
54

Name
Alasdair Pedley
James Logue
Simon Martland
Andy Thorpe
Connor Smith
Jonathan Emberton
Simon Bourne
Phil Scarf
Mike Pedley
Daniel Sutcliffe
Emma Harrison
Matthew Tinker
Lindsay McMillan
Graham Lloyd
Laura Harrison
Adam Thorpe
David Averill
Richard Payne
Sarah Pedley
Jackie Scarf
Megan Harrison
Richard Spendlove
Ian Couch
David Harrison
Julie Couch
Julian Green
Helen Pedley
Paul Jackson
Keith Sykes
Helen Martland
Roy Lindsell
Stephen Warner
Brian Mellor
Neil Croasdell
Arabella Woodrow
Linda Hayles
Rod Shaw
Viv Barraclough
James Wetherill
Jean Lochhead
Gill Ross
Mathew Averill
Judith Goodair
Guy Goodair
Jackie Page
Rebecca Lloyd
Sue Levinson
William Barraclough
Joanna Emberton
Jane Payne
Michael Wood
Mike Thorpe
Robert Page
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Gender
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M

Total
8142
7911
7813
7680
7579
7556
7478
7445
7233
7202
7195
7107
7033
7032
6982
6954
6943
6854
6775
6711
6671
6555
6531
6519
6470
6205
6177
6035
5995
5909
5894
5801
5676
5641
5536
5535
5528
5460
5409
5367
5337
5309
5243
5175
4928
4918
4912
4834
4794
4791
4771
4416
4394

Event scores to count
1354, 1355, 1354, 1363, 1359, 1357
1326, 1328, 1308, 1308, 1305, 1336
1312, 1315, 1299, 1295, 1298, 1307
1281, 1284, 1292, 1269, 1269, 1285
1263, 1313, 1255, 1265, 1259, 1305
1262, 1280, 1265, 1258, 1258, 1284
1230, 1254, 1273, 1265, 1247, 1287
1244, 1247, 1254, 1236, 1253, 1244
1235, 1249, 1237, 1243, 1236, 1245
1189, 1233, 1202, 1209, 1214, 1197
1185, 1183, 1211, 1193, 1189, 1241
1190, 1217, 1199, 1202, 1191, 1196
1153, 1235, 1172, 1208, 1158, 1181
1204, 1147, 1163, 1155, 1167, 1197
1157, 1166, 1170, 1181, 1182, 1176
1207, 1213, 1101, 1127, 1124, 1210
1154, 1154, 1168, 1154, 1170, 1154
1161, 1167, 1163, 1150, 1145, 1157
1141, 1133, 1164, 1138, 1146, 1140
1209, 1119, 1200, 1087, 1077, 1083
1120, 1116, 1112, 1116, 1110, 1137
1105, 1114, 1140, 1104, 1112, 1096
1096, 1100, 1087, 1084, 1096, 1092
1104, 1092, 1100, 1079, 1086, 1070
1090, 1112, 1077, 1077, 1082, 1081
1096, 993, 1113, 1092, 1124, 1052
1023, 1041, 1031, 1029, 1049, 1032
1075, 1022, 1027, 998, 999, 1056
988, 1013, 963, 971, 1041, 1059
983, 999, 994, 1000, 1023, 996
976, 1004, 968, 982, 1000, 979
1012, 942, 996, 983, 1001, 960
952, 935, 969, 951, 1013, 981
934, 954, 935, 975, 974, 990
932, 972, 935, 959, 944, 934
918, 936, 904, 966, 913, 967
918, 919, 937, 902, 936, 923
1034, 1123, 1101, 1078, 1192
927, 892, 882, 945, 881, 967
922, 898, 919, 923, 903, 895
912, 893, 893, 910, 901, 900
996, 1042, 1107, 1072, 1120
855, 906, 904, 861, 915, 868
858, 896, 878, 861, 859, 891
853, 868, 859, 903, 847, 845
859, 806, 814, 857, 805, 821
811, 805, 837, 775, 837, 863
1202, 1229, 1263, 1224
769, 820, 763, 945, 775, 762
824, 784, 826, 803, 772, 785
737, 803, 888, 786, 844, 733
815, 794, 868, 815, 748, 731
766, 695, 703, 888, 795, 842
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Current
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Prior
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
67
64
68
New
New
66
69

Name
Gender
Philip Thompson
M
Fred Ross
M
Margaret Shaw
F
Leah Stuart
F
Richard Stuart
M
John Elliott
M
Joy Mellor
F
Bob Steeper
M
Juliet Morgan
F
Pat Aspinall
F
David Morgan
M
Gillian Markham
F
Martyn Hodgson
M
Bryan Parkinson
M
William Martland
M
James Williams
M
Aly Brook
F
Jane Hodgson
F
Kyne Bordon
F

Here are the British Orienteering rankings for
February . With the very few events since the
last epistle positions have not changed that
much. However there a two new entries in
the top 10. Alasdair Pedley, currently at EUOC, but his dad tells me he is till on EPOC’s
books.
Also Connor Smith joins the top 10. I have put
your previous EPOC ranking in the prior column.
This month I haven’t include the national
ranking, but if you click or use the link below,
or you search British Orienteering Rankings
you can find those out.
Also if you go to this link you can play with
the rankings list. Select EPOC from the drop
down menu and click filter. If you hover over
the event it tells what event that was.
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/

Total
4416
4394
4248
2997
2987
2706
2578
2488
2375
2147
2025
1999
1995
1868
1550
1298
1116
1044
593

Event scores to count
743, 789, 740, 676, 765, 703
722, 746, 750, 715, 745, 716
688, 690, 662, 696, 823, 689
816, 1073, 1108
813, 1112, 1062
913, 881, 912
502, 556, 445, 564, 511
859, 782, 847
808, 796, 771
537, 590, 534, 486
620, 692, 713
1000, 999
1005, 990
862, 1006
889, 661
1298
1116
1044
593

Phil and Rona Thompson have
installed a wildlife camera in their
garden.
Each time a critter comes near
they trigger the camera and are
snapped. Could these wildlife
cameras be placed at orienteering kites and take a picture of
each orienteer as they approach
the control?
In fact Phil and Rona set up
a winter base for hedgehogs as can be seen in the
deer picture. So far no
glimpses of the hedgehog,
but they were visited by a
fox, a deer, and a very large
panther looking creature.

Helping at an
EPOC event?

rankings+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk
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Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!
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Fixtures
The events listed here are from the BOF Event Diary in a
150 mile radius of EPOC centre (Mirfield!). It does not
include EPOC MapRun events. All fixtures listed below
are subject to Government COVID 19 restrictions and
you must check with the organisng club regarding safety protocols, pre-entry and if the event is going ahead.

Date

Event Name

Level

Events highlighted in Green are Regional events. Those in Yellow
are National events. Those in Blue are EPOC non MapRun
events. Non highlighted events are ‘local’ events or activities.
Almost certainly all events are likely to be pre entry, with the
bigger events filling up fast. EPOC MapRun events are not listed
here, but are on page 14, or on the website here or here.

Club

Venue

Town Near

Grid Ref.

Sat 27/02/21

Aughertree Fell

Local

BL

Aughertree Fell near Uldale

Caldbeck

NY261373

Sun 28/02/21

Copeland Chase

Local

WCOC

Uldale Fells

Wigton

NY285371

Sat 13/03/21

Talkin Tarn

Local

BL

Talkin Tarn

Brampton

NY545590

Sun 14/03/21

Regional Event

Regional

NATO

Dukes House

Hexham

NY946636

Sun 28/03/21

Yvette Baker Trophy Qualifier
Inc WML - Bentley Wood (TBC)

Local

OD

Bentley Woods

Atherstone

SP291966

Tue 09/03/21

MapRun only

Activity

CLARO

Wetherby

Wetherby

Sun 21/03/21

YHOA SuperLeague

Regional

SYO

Canklow

Rotherham

Sun 21/03/21

Cumbrian Galoppen

Regional

WCOC

High Brow

Keswick

Tue 23/03/21

MapRun only

Activity

CLARO

Pateley Bridge

Pateley Bridge

Sat 27/03/21

Yvette Baker Heat

Regional

DEE

Hightown Dunes

Formby

Sun 28/03/21

YHOA SuperLeague

Regional

AIRE

Danefield

Otley

Sat 03/04/21

Acorn

National

CLOK

West Sneaton

Whitby

Sun 04/04/21

Acorn Weekend

Regional

CLOK

Pickering

Pickering

Sun 11/04/21

East Midlands League ‘21

Regional

LOG

Stoke Rochford

Grantham

Sat 17/04/21

YHOA Urban League

Regional

CLARO

Jennyfields

Harrogate

Sat 17/04/21

SROC middle distance

Regional

SROC

Blakeholme

Kendal

Sun 18/04/21

Lakeland Weekend (???)

Regional

LOC

Loughrigg

Ambleside

Sun 18/04/21

EM Urban League 2021

Regional

DVO

Belper

Belper

Sat 24/04/21

Stockton Riverside Urban

Regional

CLOK

Stockton Riverside

Stockton

Sat 01/05/21

Cumbrian Galoppen

Regional

WCOC

Dalegarth

Ravenglass

Sun 02/05/21

Cumbrian Galoppen (potential
upgrade to National event)

Regional

WCOC

Dalegarth

Ravenglass,
Eskdale

Sun 02/05/21

Regional Event

Regional

SYO

Wombwell

Barnsley

Sat 08/05/21

British Orienteering
Middle Championships

Major

Summerhouse Knott

Newby Bridge

Sun 09/05/21

Northern Championships

National

MDOC

High Dam

Kendal

Sun 16/05/21

Regional Event

Regional

AIRE

Middleton Park

Leeds

Sun 23/05/21

Regional Event & YHOA School
Champs

Regional

EPOC

Fixby and Bradley

Huddersfield

Sat 24/07/21

YHOA Urban League

Regional

EPOC

Golcar

Huddersfield

Sun 25/07/21

YHOA Urban League

Regional

EPOC

Pontefract

Ponty Carlo
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NY380219

NZ897028

SE283560

NZ457189

SE367028
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On The Lighter Side
This Epistle magazine and its content is copyright of East Pennine Orienteering Club- © 2021 All rights reserved.
Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following:

•
•

you may print or download to a local hard disk extracts or the entire magazine for your personal and non-commercial use only

you may copy the content to individual third parties for their personal use, but only if you acknowledge the magazine as the source of the material
You may not, except with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the content. Nor may you transmit it or store it in any other
website or other form of electronic retrieval system.

Deadline for copy for the next issue is 30th April 2021
On The Lighter Side
This story takes place many years ago
at one of my first night events in Newmillerdam.
It was a cool evening and the mist was
rising off the lake. Fronds of mist were
drifting up through the woods, the
road lights reflecting off the mist.
Once registered I dug out my
headtorch, a very weedy, by modern
day standards, Petzl. It was fired by an
incandescent bulb. Enough to light a
map, and about 60cm in front of you.

The airborne moisture didn’t blanket
the area, so as one was running
through the woods at one moment it
was really slow through the fog, or a bit
quicker when not in it.
It was also quite creepy, so I was keen
to get round in one go. I set off and
picked off most of the controls.
Every now and again I’d get a glimpse
of a disembodied luminescent light.

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!
Ever heard this one?
No, me either!

“What the hell was that? “ I thought, and
ran just a little quicker.

Some of the more experienced were
using a halogen light, which was remarkably better.
The mist
however
was getting
thicker and
turning into
fog. Banks
of fog were
coming up
the sides of
the lake
now. So not only did I have the dark to
contend with, but also now banks of
fog, and wisps of mist.

At one control the light I’d seen was
coming towards me, at about waist
height. I was
getting a little
unnerved. It
was just this
disembodied
glow.
“ Have you
found the
control yet?”
It spoke.
Turns out it
was Rod
Shaw carrying a hurricane oil lamp!
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This is the story of the unfortunate British entrepreneur John
Tate and his compasses. Sometime back in the mid-1800s a
small-time British manufacturer
named John Tate decided to go
into the business of making
compasses. He set up a factory,
installed the machinery, hired
some workers, and began turning out his first compasses. He
had just completed his first
batch of 500 compasses when
someone finally pointed out
that he had forgotten to mark
which end of the compass was
north. The compasses worked
fine; you just didn’t know which
way was north and which was
south. Needless to say poor Mr.
Tate’s compasses didn’t sell;
Tate went bankrupt, the factory
closed, and the workers were
laid off. But his memory lives
on, since that time any compass
where you’re not sure which
end is north and which is south
has been known as a ‘Tate’s
compass’

Photos WikiP

Caledonia
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